Product Designer
Reference:
Starting Date:
Employment Type:
Seniority Level:

PROD-DESI-MKPL-2021
January 2021
Full-Time, from Monday to Friday (remote work)
3-5 years of experience

About TrackInsight
TrackInsight™ is the world’s first Exchange-Traded Funds analysis platform. We serve the global ETF investment
community by providing daily data and in-depth analytics on over 6,200 ETFs listed worldwide, alongside powerful ETF
screening and selection tools and independent insights into the global ETF market. In addition to the core platform,
TrackInsight also builds and manages satellite platforms, like the Financial Times’ ETF Hub.
In 2021, we plan to redesign our core platform, as well as extend our external reach.

About the Job
At TrackInsight we’re all about building products and services that best fit what our users are trying to do.
As a product designer, you are fundamental in helping people to make that progress. With millions of daily, multidimensional data-points, there is a lot of complexity in our platforms, but we strive to keep our user-facing tools
simple and friendly, allowing our users to become better-informed investors.
Sounds like a fun challenge? Read on.
You will be working on shaped projects in 6-8 weeks cycles. Those projects can concern the core platform and its
tools, but also editorial interfaces, themed and data-driven microsites, and eternal satellite platforms. You will report
directly to the product VP and work in close collaboration with both the latter and the team of front-end developers.

What you need to succeed
Ideally, you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have great taste and sensibility for large visual hierarchy
Have a strong typographic foundation
Are precise and detail oriented in both your designs as in hand-of
Like building tools
Are able to see things through the user’s eyes
Are able to write great interface copy
Are fluent in English
Have a sensibility for data visualisation and tools for exploring data
Are able to clearly and early communicate your ideas, be it in words, sketches, prototypes, whatever gets
the job done
Are self-directed but don’t skimp on asking for help if there are unknowns
Are a great communicator and collaborator
Have experience with Sketch (but we’re open to other tools)
Have experience building and using design systems
Have good html/css sills, as well as responsive design principles.

TrackInsight’s office are located in Sophia Antipolis, but most of our people work remotely, including 90% of the
product team. This means that by default, this is a remote position. The only thing we ask is that you have at least 4
hours overlap with CET. It’s a plus if you can meet with our product VP in Paris every now and then for in-person
collaboration.
In principle, the position is full-time on a hired basis, but we are open to discuss alternatives. Salary is market-rate plus
benefits.
The position is set to start in December 2020.

How to apply
Please write us a cover letter in which you explain us why this job is made for you. Tell us about how you work, what
you’ve done (what worked or didn’t work), what excites you.
Your CV, a portfolio, detailed examples of work, all is game. We’re less impressed by flashy big-brand work than by
complex projects that show your smarts.
We’re looking forward to your email at careers@trackinsight.com

